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In this updated and revised edition of Tree, readers can see a seed grow into a sapling, the
changing colors of fall leaves, and the tiny insects that live in rotting leaves on the forest floor,
plus learn why deciduous trees lose their leaves in the fall, how a tree breathes, how bark
defends trees from attack by animals, and more. Each revised DK Eyewitness book retains the
stunning artwork and photography from the groundbreaking original series, but the text has
been reduced and reworked to speak more clearly to younger readers. Still on every colorful
page: vibrant annotated photographs and the integrated text-and-pictures approach that makes
DK Eyewitness a perennial favorite of parents, teachers, and school-age kids.
Welcome to Planetarium. This museum is open all hours. It houses an incredible collection of
astronomical objects, from small, icy moons to huge swirling galaxies. So how big is the
Universe? How did it begin and what mysteries does it hold? With specially written text for
younger readers, step inside to explore the Universe in all its glory.
In The Un-Discovered Islands, critically acclaimed author Malachy Tallack takes the reader on
fascinating adventures to the mysterious and forgotten corners of the map. Be prepared to be
captivated by the astounding tales of two dozen islands once believed to be real but no longer
on the map. These are the products of the imagination, deception, and human error: an
archipelago of ex-islands and forgotten lands. From the well-known story of Atlantis and the
mysteries of frozen Thule to more obscure tales from around the globe, and from ancient
history right up to the present day, this is an atlas of legend and wonder, with glorious
illustrations by Katie Scott.
Welcome to the museum! There are more than 160 animal specimens to be discovered in
Animalium, the first in a series of virtual museums. Wander the galleries - open 365 days a
year - and discover a collection of curated exhibits on every page, accompanied by informative
text. Each chapter features a different branch of the tree of life, from the simple sponge to the
enormous elephant.
Informative, imaginative, and artistic activities for young naturalists everywhere. Following the
best-selling Animalium, Katie Scott returns with a companion activity book. Bursting with
fascinating facts and puzzles, this book offers hours of entertainment to artists and animal
lovers. Beautiful and inspiring, the myriad activities in this book challenge readers to discover
something new and use their imaginations to draw, decorate, and design on every tear-out
page.
Recycling, a visit to the Botanical Gardens, and a ride in an electric car--it's all part of Peppa
and George's Earth Day celebration! It's Earth Day, and Peppa and her family are celebrating
with a visit to the Botanical Gardens. But first, there's recycling to sort and compost to collect.
Then they're off in Daddy Pig's electric car! At the gardens, everyone enjoys seeing and
learning about the many plants and the colorful wildflowers, which the bees love almost as
much as Peppa does. There's even a surprise outside--one that's wet and squishy and just
right for jumping in!
Unearth the stories behind the natural world This collection of amazing animals, plants, rocks
and minerals, and microorganisms will wow children and adults alike. With 100 remarkable
items from the natural world, from orchids to opals and lichens to lizards, everyone will find
something to be captivated by. Each plant, animal, and rock is shown both photographically
and illustrated, and children will love poring over the detailed close-up images. Discover how
the dragon blood tree got its name, why a sundew means big trouble for insects, and what on
Earth a radiolarian is. The storybook descriptions let you discover the myths and legends
surrounding both organisms and gemstones, as well as key facts about their natural history.
From orchids to opals and lichens to lizards, this beautiful treasury lets you find the things that
interest you and uncover new favorites along the way. Explore some of the myths and stories
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surrounding both organisms and gemstones, as well as key facts about their natural history.
With reference pages packed with information you'll go away knowing something you didn't
before, even if you return time and again. A beautiful gift for children who can't get enough of
nature, The Wonders of Nature: A Treasury is perfect for kids to explore by themselves or for
bedtime stories.

This stunning new offering from the Welcome to the Museum series guides
readers around the world's oceans, from sandy shorelines to the darkest depths.
Learn about the ocean's most fascinating animals, including giant whale sharks,
tiny tropical fish, and majestic manatees, among many others. With expert text by
marine biologist Loveday Trinick and stunning illustrations by Teagan White,
travel the world from frozen Arctic seas to shimmering coral reefs, and learn why
it is so important that we protect our oceans.
A unique and beautiful children's guide to the extraordinary world of plants, from
the smallest seeds to the tallest trees. We couldn't live without plants. We need
them for food, shelter, even the air we breathe, yet we know surprisingly little
about them. Why do thistles bristle with spines? How do some plants trap and eat
insects? Did you know there are trees more than 5,000 years old? Trees,
Leaves, Flowers & Seeds explores the mysterious world of plants to find the
answers to these and many more questions. Each type of plant - such as a
flowering plant, a tree, a grass, or cactus - is examined close-up, with an
example shown from all angles and even in cross-section. Then picture-packed
galleries show the wonderful variety of plants on different themes, perhaps the
habitat they grow in, a flower family, or the plants that supply us with our staple
foods. But the book also takes a fun, more sideways look at some truly weird and
wonderful plants, including trees with fruits like a giant's fingers, orchids that look
like monkey faces, seeds that spin like helicopters, and trees that drip poison. So
open this fascinating book and find out more about the amazing world of trees,
leaves, flowers, and seeds.
Learn how plants evolved and about the adaptations they make to survive.
Our peculiarly British obsession with gardens goes back a long way and Plants:
From Roots to Riches takes us back to where it all began. Across 25 vivid
episodes, Kathy Willis, Kew's charismatic Head of Science, shows us how the
last 250 years transformed our relationship with plants. Behind the scenes at the
Botanical Gardens all kinds of surprising things have been going on. As the
British Empire painted the atlas red, explorers, adventurers and scientists
brought the most interesting specimens and information back to London. From
the discovery of Botany Bay to the horrors of the potato famine, from orchid
hunters to quinine smugglers, from Darwin's experiments to the unexpected
knowledge unlocked by the 1987 hurricane, understanding how plants work has
changed our history and could safeguard our future. In the style of A History of
the World in 100 Objects, each chapter tells a separate story, but, gathered
together, a great picture unfolds, of our most remarkable science, botany. Plants:
From Roots to Riches is a beautifully designed book, packed with 200 images in
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both colour and black and white from Kew's amazing archives, some never
reproduced before. Kathy Willis and Carolyn Fry, the acclaimed popular-science
writer, have also added all kinds of fascinating extra history, heroes and villains,
memorable stories and interviews. Their book takes us on an exciting
rollercoaster ride through our past and future and shows us how much plants
really do matter.
Following Historium, the latest addition to the Welcome to the Museum series,
comes this fantastic companion activity book. Bursting with fascinating facts and
puzzles, this book offers hours of entertainment to artists and budding historians
alike. Beautiful and inspiring, the myriad of activities in this book challenge the
reader to discover something new and use their imagination to draw, decorate
and design on every pull-out page.A collection of full-colour, immaculately
detailed images from unparalleled new talent, Richard Wilkinson.Play historian
with imaginative activities that invite you to engage with the art and culture of
ancient worlds.This title, alongside Historium Poster Book, builds on the success
of the original Historiumtitle and the Welcome to the Museum series.
The newest title in the Welcome to the Museum series turns its focus to the
heavens and explores the wonders of space. Welcome to the museum that is
always open to explore. Step inside the pages of this beautiful book to discover
galleries of galactic matter, expertly curated to bring you the experience of a
fascinating exhibition in the comfort of your own home. Planetarium features all
aspects of space, from the sun and our solar system to the lives of stars, the
Milky Way, and the universe beyond. With stunning artwork from Dinosaurium
illustrator Chris Wormell and informative text by Raman Prinja, a professor of
astrophysics at University College, London, Planetarium is the perfect gift for
budding astronomers and armchair stargazers alike.
Welcome to the museum! Here you will find a collection of objects from ancient
civilisations. Objects of beauty, objects of functionality, objects of war, objects of
life, and objects of death and burial. As you wander from room to room, explore
the magnificence of what civilisations have left behind over thousands of years of
human history.
From lions and butterflies to sharks and spiders, there's an animal for everyone in
this animal encyclopedia with a twist! With stunning photography and gorgeous
illustrations, this animal encyclopedia explores the wildlife of the world, from the
most massive whales to the smallest insects. Which one is your new favorite?
This animal book for children will delight and inspire kids who love animals. They
will discover incredible facts and fascinating stories about their favorite animals
and some they have never heard of! Find out why the slow-motion sloth is so
sluggish and how the plodding pangolin protects itself from predators, and more!
Throughout the book, each specially chosen animal is revealed in stunning
photos and gorgeous illustrations. Kids will be intrigued by all the small, exciting
details. The animal factbook also explores some of the stories and mysterious
myths surrounding their favorite beasts. Curious kids can pour over the index,
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which is packed with reference information, including the size and location of
each species, and a tree of life shows how the animal groups are connected.
Find the animals that interest you and uncover new favorite along the way.
Discover Incredible Facts and Fascinating Stories This animal encyclopedia
contains over 100 creatures. Beautiful illustrations with storybook elements will
bring the animal kingdom to life. This educational book is perfect for kids to read
by themselves or together with their parents as a bedtime story. With gold foil
elements on the cover, gilded edges, and a ribbon to keep your place. This
beautiful modern book is the perfect gift for children who love wildlife and nature.
Inside the pages of this anthology, you'll find: - Storybook descriptions of
intriguing animals such as a viscacha, quokka, and a slow loris. - Discover
amazing facts like why the sloth is so slow. - Stories and myths surrounding your
favorite animals.
This is a broad but provocative examination of the evolution of plants from the
earliest forms of life to the development of our present flora. Taking a fresh,
modern approach to a subject often treated very stuffily, the book incorporates
many recent studies on the morphological evolution of plants, enlivens the
subject with current research on ancient DNA and other biomolecular markers,
and places plant evolution in the context of climate change and mass extinction.
Also includes special Biome Maps, showing the flora on the Earth's surface at
different geological ages. Written for a non-specialist audience.
"This book was produced in consultation with Dr. Jonathan Tennant."
Planet Earth. Four elements. One incredible story. We take kids on a
rollercoaster ride through history, geography and science to show how four
elements - earth, fire, air and water - created the world and everything that exists
today. Amazing facts, photography and illustrations bring our planet and its past
to life in an exciting, engaging way.
This large-format poster book lets you decorate your walls with images from
Katie Scott's Botanicum. Featuring plantlife of all kinds, from right around the
world, it's a stunning celebration of all things botanical.
Now more than ever, children are encouraged to value and appreciate our world.
I Heart the World is a beautifully illustrated romp around the planet, celebrating
the people, cultural delights, natural and man-made wonders, and the
breathtaking flora and fauna, that occupy our land, sea and sky. Organised into
chapters for each world continent, Tania's illustrations will have any child or
parent poring over the pages for many hours, and learning great facts about
places near and far.
This is a an original and exciting look at the fascinating natural world of plants.
Stunning real-life photographs of flowers, fruits, seeds, leaves, and more offer a
unique "eyewitness" view of the natural history of plant anatomy and growth. See
the biggest flower in the world, where a seed develops, what the inside of a plant
stem looks like, how a flower attracts insects, what a plant's reproductive organs
look like, how a dandelion spreads its seeds, and much more.
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A special, limited edition of Botanicum coloring book with eight never-before-seen
pages of artwork. Embark on a floral adventure in this garden of botanicals and
beyond: Venture into a meadow filled with spring flowers, a cool summer lake, an
autumn harvest, and winters first snow. Meet the birds, people, and animals who
live together in this fairytale land in harmony with nature. Calm your mind as you
color the seasons' most beautiful plants. In this book you will also find a register
of plants, birds, and butterflies found in the book. Features two new illustrations
for each season, for eight new pages of illustrations. Maria Trolle is a graphic
designer and illustrator living in Tyresö, outside Stockholm. Her passion for
gardening acts as a thread to her art, with plants, vegetables, and flowers
offering daily inspiration--preferably from her own garden.
Welcome to the museum that is always open to explore... Step inside the pages
of Anatomicum to enjoy the experience of a museum from the comfort of your
own home. The 2019 offering from Welcome to the Museum guides readers
through the human body, from the muscles we use to show emotion, to the
delicate workings of the brain. With sumptuous artwork by Katy Wiedemann and
expert text by professor Dr Jennifer Z Paxton, this beautiful book is a feast of
anatomical knowledge.
Welcome to the Fungarium! Step into the world of fungi and learn all about these
strange and fascinating life-forms. Illustrator Katie Scott returns to the Welcome
to the Museum series with exquisite, detailed images of some of the most
fascinating living organisms on this planet--fungi. Exploring every sort of fungi,
from the kinds we see on supermarket shelves to those like penicillium that have
shaped human history, this collection is the definitive introduction to what fungi
are and just how vital they are to the world's ecosystem.
The Creature Garden is an illustrator’s step-by-step sourcebook for drawing and
painting 50 real and imagined creatures in a whimsical folk-art style. With an
embossed cover, striking endpapers, and extraordinary interior illustrations, this
beautifully crafted book is a unique piece of art in itself. Husband-and-wife
illustrator team Harry and Zanna Goldhawk, the founders of Papio Press, teach
you how to make vibrant paintings of these beautiful beasts and fictional fauna:
Mammals, including big cats, wolves, sloths, and red pandas Marine life,
including whales, sea dragons, narwhals, and giant Pacific octopi Birds, including
peacocks, cranes, owls, and flamingos Insects, including butterflies, moths,
bumblebees, and damselflies Mythical creatures, including mermaids, unicorns,
dragons, phoenixes, centaurs, and hippogriffs And more! The Creature Garden
begins with the basics, first instructing you on which tools to use, how to create
patterns, the importance of keeping a sketchbook, and even avoiding comparison
with other artists. The book then navigates through each illustration in a step-bystep manner that is manageable and easy to understand. Each project carefully
guides you through each phase of the artistic process, from creating an outline to
adding a realistic animal pattern. You’ll also learn how to draw botanical patterns
from different environments—the garden, forest, jungle, and ocean—that enable
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you to surround your animal drawings with a natural environment. Full of lush
warmth and fairy-tale wonder, The Creature Garden is a wonderful addition to the
repertoire of both seasoned artists and novices alike.
León Ferrari and Mira Schendel are among the most significant Latin American
artists of the 20th century. Active during the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s in the
neighbouring countries of Argentina and Brazil, they found inspiration in the
written word and in the eloquence of spoken language. Their striking visual
production coincided with a period of significant focus on language by
philosophers and artists. León Ferrari & Mira Schendel is published to
accompany the first comprehensive exhibition of the work of these two artists in
the United States, presenting new insights on the artists' deconstruction of
language through a visual repertoire and examining the connections and
collisions between the visual arts, the written form, politics and religion.
Author of Everyday Watercolor and Instagram darling Jenna Rainey presents a
beautiful step-by-step guide to painting botanicals from lilies to daffodils in a wide
variety of styles. Artist Jenna Rainey shares easy-to-follow ways to paint a wide
range of botanicals, all in her fresh, modern style that appeals to the next
generation of watercolor artists and creatives, from beginners to hobbyists. With
gorgeously illustrated instructions for both loose and realistic watercolor
depictions of more than 25 flowers, leaves, and plants, organized by form and
shape, Everyday Watercolor Flowers is every nature-lover's answer to capturing
that beauty on paper.
Botanicumis a stunningly curated guide to plant life. With artwork from Katie Scott
of Animaliumfame, Botanicumgives readers the experience of a fascinating
exhibition from the pages of a beautiful book. Learn how plants have evolved,
see inside the dissection laboratory and discover the great variety of habitats on
Earth. From perennials to bulbs to tropical exotica, Botanicumis a wonderful feast
of botanical knowledge complete with superb cross-sections of how plants work.
Over 100 full-colour, immaculately detailed pages featuring plant species from all
over the world. Illustrated by Katie Scott, this beautiful book will follow on from
the phenomenal success of Animalium. The large, high-quality format makes this
the perfect gift for book lovers. Created in consultation with The Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, this title has been created with world-class experts and advisors.
Written by Kathy Willis, Kew Gardens' Director of Science.
Part botany, part history, part cultural anthropology--Trees goes beyond the basics to
tell readers everything they might want to know about this particular branch of the plant
kingdom. Trees explores the important roles trees play in our ecosystem, takes an upclose-and-personal look at the parts of trees (from roots to leaves), and unpacks the
cultural impact of trees from classification systems (like family trees) to art forms (like
bonsai trees). Looking forward, Trees also addresses the deforestation crisis. Heavily
illustrated in the same style as Bees: A Honeyed History, Trees: A Rooted History
serves as a beautifully packaged celebration of trees of all kinds.
Following the incredible Anatomicum, this activity book is bursting with fascinating facts
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and puzzles, perfect for budding artists and science enthusiasts. Activities include
amazing mazes, mix-and-match brain-teasers, colouring, drawing and much much
more. With pull-out pages, readers can easily tear out their creative masterpieces to
proudly display.
A beautiful colouring book from the creator of the bestselling Animalium.Packed with
creatures great and small, from the tiniest polyp to the mighty lion, this beautiful
colouring book is perfect for all animal-lovers. Colour in the animals, decorate the
frames and learn incredible facts along the way. You can then tear out each page and
hang your masterpieces proudly on the wall. From the creators of the bestselling
Animalium, this title reveals the intricate line-drawings behind Katie Scott's finished
illustrations. Engaging, informative and visually stunning, this fantastic addition to the
'Welcome to the Museum' series is sure to get you feeling creative. So pick up your
pencils and discover the world of Animalium.
This new extended edition of Story of Life is the perfect gift for those with a love of the
natural world. Wander the galleries - open 365 days a year - and discover a collection
of curated exhibits on every page, accompanied by informative text. Each chapter
features key species from a different geological era with fantastic new artwork from
Katie Scott.
A smart and charming middle-grade mystery series starring young detective Aggie
Morton and her friend Hector, inspired by the imagined life of Agatha Christie as a child
and her most popular creation, Hercule Poirot. Aggie Morton lives in a small town on
the coast of England in 1902. Adventurous and imaginative but deeply shy, Aggie
hasn't got much to do since the death of her beloved father . . . until the fateful day
when she crosses paths with twelve-year-old Belgian immigrant Hector Perot and
discovers a dead body on the floor of the Mermaid Dance Room! As the number of
suspects grows and the murder threatens to tear the town apart, Aggie and her new
friend will need every tool at their disposal -- including their insatiable curiosity,
deductive skills and not a little help from their friends -- to solve the case before Aggie's
beloved dance instructor is charged with a crime Aggie is sure she didn't commit.
A beautiful coloring book from the creators of the celebrated book Animalium Packed
with creatures great and small, from the tiniest insect to the mighty humpback whale,
this beautiful book is perfect for animal lovers. Color in the animals, complete the
scenes, and learn incredible facts along the way. The intricate line drawings behind
Katie Scott’s finished illustrations from Animalium are on full display in this engaging,
informative, and visually stunning volume. Pick up your pencils and complete the world
of Animalium.
"For young detective Aggie Morton and her friend Hector, a spa stay becomes a lot
more thrilling when TWO dead bodies are found in this third book in the Aggie Morton,
Mystery Queen series, inspired by the life of Agatha Christie as a child and her most
popular creation, Hercule Poirot. For fans of Enola Holmes. Aspiring writer Aggie
Morton is ready to enjoy an invigorating trip to a Yorkshire spa, where her widowed
mother can take the waters and recover from a long mourning period. Having solved
yet another murder -- not to mention rescuing her best friend Hector from certain death
-- over Christmas, Aggie is looking forward to more splendid adventures with Hector,
who has joined Aggie, her mother and Grannie Jane on this trip. There is even a
potential new friend in George, a young patient at the spa. But rumors abound about
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the spa's recently deceased former patient, and then another body appears under
mysterious circumstances. Has there been a murder -- or even two murders? Aggie's
Morbid Preoccupation kicks in and once again she and Hector will have to put their
deductive skills and imaginations to work, as their restful trip takes a sudden,
dangerous turn."-Copyright: b6d342e2e649a8e4e70ecdb8a3474da2
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